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We have studied and explored the influence of different launch angles on the circular Pearcey
beams (CPBs) without vortex or with vortex for the first time. Although launch angles can manip-
ulate the focal length and the contrast of peak intensity of the CPBs, the shape and propagation
trajectory of the CPBs maintain invariant. When the vortex is considered, the focal pattern and the
contrast of peak intensity of the circular Pearcey vortex beams (CPVBs) can be changed by ad-
justing the magnitude of topological charges and the position of vortex. In addition, we have de-
liberated the propagation of the CPVBs under the action of double opposite optical vortices.
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1. Introduction

Abruptly autofocusing (AAF) beams, which can suddenly focus all their energy in the
whole propagation process without the lens and nonlinearity, can maintain a relatively
low intensity up to the focal point. These fascinating properties have been studied both
analytically [1] and numerically [2, 3]. Due to these novel properties, the AAF beams
are the ideal candidates for the laser biomedical treatment [1], microparticle manipu-
lation [3], multiphoton polymerization [4], and high-power terahertz generation [5].
As is well known, the Airy beams [6] and Bessel beams [7] are a part of typical abruptly
autofocusing beams. Their characteristics have been widely discussed [8–13]. 

The optical vortices (OVs) have attracted lots of attention due to the fascinating
features in the past few years. The OVs possess an optical singularity at the optical
center owing to phase modulation, which shows the structure of cylindrical symmetry
in the process of transmission. The OVs carry the orbital angular momentum (OAM)
and the light intensity at the center is zero. The phase distribution of the OVs is spiral,
which is determined by the topological charge. The wave vector has an azimuth angle,
and it revolves around the center of the vortex so it is immensely meaningful to apply
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the domain of optical tweezers technology [14] and optical communication [15]. Re-
cently, the fantastic characteristics of OVs applied in diverse beams have been widely
studied. For instance, Airy beams added OVs have been researched in 2012 [16, 17].
Airy–Gaussian beams with OVs also have been discussed in 2015 [18]. 

Recently, RING et al. have produced limited energy Pearcey beam experimentally
compared to previous theoretical research, and Pearcey function was first introduced
into optical system in 2012 [19]. Since then, the properties of Pearcey beams have been
extensively discussed by other researchers. In 2013, DENG et al. have discussed the
virtual light source of Pearcey beams [20]. In 2015, KOVALEV et al. have obtained the
half-Pearcey beam from the paraxial Helmholtz equation, and emphasized that the
Pearcey beam can be composed by the interference of two half-Pearcey beams [21].
It is worth mentioning that CHEN et al. have first explored the circular Pearcey beams
in 2018 [22]. The distinguishing feature of circular Pearcey beam can enhance the peak
intensity and shorten the focal length compared with circular Airy beams. In order to
increase the peak intensity contrast, alter the locations of the focal point, and transform
the focal pattern, the properties of Pearcey beams under different conditions have been
studied, such as circular Pearcey vortex beam with chirp, second-order chirp, harmonic
potential, parabolic refractive index [23–26] and so on. The results of research manifest
that the launch angle is a significant parameter for Airy beams to control the focal
length and the peak intensity contrast [27, 28]. Nevertheless, how different launch an-
gles affect the properties of the CPVBs is still unexplored. In this paper, we will discuss
how different launch angles affect the properties of the CPVBs by adopting the fast
split-step Fourier method [29, 30]. 

Numerical simulations show that different launch angles can be used to modulate
the focal intensity and focal position. The decline of focal length accompanies the en-
hancement of the peak intensity contrast of the CPBs when increasing the value of an-
gles if the launch angle is positive. In contrast, when the launch angle is negative, as
the value of absolute angle increases, the focal length ascends while the peak intensity
contrast descends. However, the launch angle does not change the intensity of initial
plane and the propagation trajectory of the CPBs. In addition, we also have studied
the variation of the CPVBs by adjusting the magnitude of topological charges as well
as the position of vortex under a fixed launch angle, which can alter the peak intensity
contrast and focal pattern. Finally, the autofocusing properties of the CPVBs with two
opposite vortices have been investigated. 

2. The theoretical model

The propagation dynamics of the CPVBs under a harmonic potential is governed by
the (2 + 1) dimensional Schrödinger equation, which can be described as [31]:
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where E is the envelope of optical beam, Variables x (y) and z represent normalized
transverse coordinates and propagation distances, which are scaled by a transverse
width x0 and Rayleigh range  respectively, k = 2πn /λ0 is the wave number, λ0 is
the wavelength in free space, n is the refractive index. Parameter α of the last term of
formula (1) can control the width of harmonic potential. With the purpose of describing
the propagation properties of the CPVBs conveniently, the formula (1) can be rewritten
in polar coordinates, which is described as: 

(2)

In formula (2), φ = arctan(y /x) represents the azimuthal angle,  is
the radial coordinate. The electric fields for the CPVBs under different initial launch
angles v (or “velocity”) can be described as

(3)

where A0 is the amplitude of the electric fields. The initial velocity of CPVBs is related
to the incident angle θ, so that the accelerating properties of CPVBs can be controlled
by θ, which can be written as θ = arcsin(v /x0k ), such as (v = ±5) ↔ (θ = ±0.1887°);
β is the scaled parameter. What we need to emphasize is that parameter μ is the spatial
distribution factor which can dramatically change the properties of CPVBs, (m, n) and
(k, φk ) denote the topological charges and position of the OVs. Pe(ꞏ) is the abbreviation
of the Pearcey integral [32], and the definition of the Pearce integral function is

(4)

We insert the incident electric field of Eq. (3) into the polar coordinate Eq. (2). Us-
ing the Fresnel integral, the solution can be described as

(5)

It is difficult to obtain the exact solution of the nonlinear Schrodinger equation, so
we apply the fast split-step Fourier method to obtain the analytical solution for Eq. (5)
[29, 30]. The parameters we chose are as follows: A0 = 1, α = 0.5, μ = 0.1, β = 0.1,
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m = 0, n = 0, x0 = 100 µm, λ = 533 nm, a = 0.1, b = 1, and r0 = 1.5. When different
parameters are chosen it is indicated by corresponding notes.

3. Discussions and analyses 

3.1. The properties of the CPBs with different launch angles

Firstly, we simulate the evolution of the CPBs with different propagation distances as
well as the influence of different launch angles on the focal intensity and focal length
of the CPBs. Figure 1(a1) describes the intensity distribution of the initial plane of
the CPBs without the launch angles, which has a symmetrical doughnut shape. With

Fig. 1. The evolutions of the CPBs with different launch angles in the process of transmission: (a) v = 0,
(b) v = 5, (c) v = –5. (a1)–(c1) the shape and intensity distribution of the initial plane. (a2)–(c2) the shape
and intensity distribution of the focal plane. (a3)–(c3) the side-view intensity profiles of the CPBs. The red
dotted lines of (a3)–(c3) indicate the positions of the focus point. (d1) The intensity profile of IMAX and
focal length of the CPBs for v = 0, 5, –5, respectively. The three-dimensional maps of the intensity dis-
tribution with different launch angles v are depicted in (d2)–(d3).
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increasing the propagation distance, the dimension of the CPBs is lessened while the
peak intensity is increased gradually. The peak intensity reaches the highest when the
propagation distance approaches the focal point as shown in Fig. 1(a2). The side-view
intensity profile of the CPBs in the process of transmission is shown in Fig. 1(a3).
Figure 1(a3) manifests that the CPBs can suddenly focus its energy at the focal point
while diffusing at the other propagation distances. Figures 1(b) and 1(c) show the
intensity profiles of the CPBs by choosing the launch angles 5 and –5. The red dotted
lines in Figs. 1(a3)–1(c3) display the position of the focus point with different launch
angles. The numerical results show that the focal length (the distance between the input
point and the maximum peak intensity point) is shortened if the CPBs exert on a pos-
itive launch angle (v = 5) relative to the zero launch angle (v = 0). On the contrary, the
focal length is elongated if the CPBs are with a negative launch angle (v = –5).
The side-view intensity profiles of the CPBs with different launch angles indicate the
angle v can change the position of the focus point, and does not affect the shape and
propagation trajectory of the beam. In addition, we defined IMAX in this article to de-
scribe the peak intensity contrast (defined as IM/I0, IM is the peak intensity in the pro-
cess of transmission, I0 is the peak intensity of initial plane), which can help us learn

Fig. 2. The value of IMAX and focal length for different launch angles (a1)–(b1) v > 0, (a2)–(b2) v < 0.
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about the properties of the CPBs. The evolution of IMAX at different propagation dis-
tances with different launch angles is shown in Fig. 1(d1). The intensity of the beam
suddenly increases near the focus point, and decreases rapidly away from the focus
point, showing the nature of sudden focusing. In general, the curve of intensity has the
form of a parabola. From Fig. 1(d1), we can observe that different focus points are lo-
cated at z = 0.019, 0.017, 0.023 for v = 0, 5 and –5, respectively. The simulation results
are consistent with the above conclusion about the focal length from Figs. 1(a3)–1(c3).
In addition, Figure 1(d1) shows that the value of IMAX is 57, 81 and 37 for v = 0, 5
and –5, respectively. The value of IMAX increases by choosing a launch angle v = 5
relative to the zero launch angle, and vice versa. The three-dimensional maps of the
CPBs with different launch angles v are depicted in Figs. 1(d2)–1(d3). 

In order to manifest the trend of intensity curve under the action of different angles v,
we calculate the analytical trajectories of the peak intensity contrast of the CPBs as
shown in Fig. 2(a). The curve indicates that positive launch angles can vastly increase
the peak intensity contrast while negative launch angles do the opposite action. Simul-
taneously, we also present the function of focal length versus positive launch angles
and negative launch angles as shown in Fig. 2(b). The simulation results manifest that

Fig. 3. The evolution of the CPVBs for different topological charges m = 1 and m = 2 in the process of
transmission. (a1)–(b1) the shape and intensity distribution of the initial plane. (a2)–(b2) the shape and
intensity distribution of the focal plane. (a3)–(b3) are the side-view patterns of the CPVB for m = 1 and 2,
respectively. (c1) and (c3) represent the phase pattern at the initial plane for m = 1 and 2, respectively.
(c2) and (c3) represent the phase pattern at the focal plane for m = 1 and 2, respectively.
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the focal length curve increases or decreases monotonously. According to the above
discussions, we can modulate the peak intensity contrast and the focal length by var-
ying the launch angle v of the CPBs. 

3.2. Propagation characteristics of the circular Pearcey vortex beams

In the previous part, we have discussed how different launch angles affect the proper-
ties of the CPBs. Now, we consider another situation – the CPBs with vortex. The evo-
lution of the CPVBs with different topological charges under a fixed launch angle v = 5
has been investigated as shown in Fig. 3. Figure 3(a) describes the initial plane, the
focal plane and the side-view intensity profile when the topological charge is set as 1.

Fig. 4. The intensity distributions and the focal position of the CPVBs versus the propagation distance
with different initial launch angles: left column (a1)–(c1) m = 1, right column, (a2)–(c2) m = 2. Different
distribution factors μ: (a) μ = 0.1 (b) μ = 0.13, and (c) μ = 0.15.
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Compared with Fig. 1(b), the light intensity at the central domain is zero due to vortex
on-axis. Unlike the CPBs, the side-view intensity profiles of the CPVBs display the
hollow region in the central domain. Those attractive properties can be used to trap
and guide the microparticle along the prospective pathway. It should be noted that the
position of the maximum energy circle is concentrated in the second ring and third
ring by choosing different topological charges as shown in Fig. 3(a1) and Fig. 3(b1).
The hollow region becomes larger when adding the magnitude of topological charges.
However, the existence of topological charges merely changes focal pattern and peak
intensity contrast, the focal length of the CPVBs keeps unchanged (z = 0.017). Compared
with phase distribution of the initial plane by choosing topological charges m = 1 and
m = 2, the phase distribution of the CPVBs behaves totally spiral and begins to rotate
with respect to the center taken as the starting point, except different appearance. 

Next, we will discuss how different spatial distribution factor μ affects the peak
intensity contrast and the focal length of the CPVBs. The left column of Fig. 4 (i.e.,
Figs. 4(a1), 4(b1), 4(c1)) shows the influence of the distribution factor μ on the IMAX
as well as the focal length of the CPVBs under different launch angles v by choosing the
topological charge m = 1. The left column reveals that the spatial distribution factor μ

Fig. 5. The evolution of the CPVBs with two opposite vortexes. (a1)–(b1) the shape and intensity distri-
bution of the initial plane. (a2)-(b2) the shape and intensity distribution of the focal plane. (a3)–(b3) side
-view pattern of the CPVBs for different topological charges. (c1) and (c3) represent the phase pattern at
the initial plane for (m = 1, n = 1), (m = 2, n = 2), respectively. (c2) and (c3) represent the phase pattern
at the focal plane for (m = 1, n = 1), (m = 2, n = 2), respectively. 
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greatly influences the focal intensity and focal length: the larger μ, the larger focal
length, but smaller IMAX. Similar conclusion can be obtained for the CPVBs with
a larger topological charge parameter m = 2 (right column of Fig. 4). The left column
and right column show that different topological charges can affect the peak intensity
contrast. Obviously, the maximum value of IMAX under the action of topological
charges m = 1 is greater than the other one. However, the position of the focus point
is not distinctly changed. 

3.3. The propagation properties of the CPVBs with two opposite OVs

Figure 5 shows the propagation characteristics of the CPVBs with two opposite vor-
texes under a fixed modulated angle v = 5. The intensity distribution of the initial plane
by choosing topological charges m = 1, n = 1 is concentrated in the third and fourth
concentric ring as shown in Fig. 5(a1). By increasing the value of topological charges
(m = 2, n = 2), the energy of the CPVBs concentrates again in the outer circle and the
dark core area becomes larger. The change of topological charges only adjusts the peak
intensity contrast of the CPVBs, which is consistent with the conclusion of the CPVBs
by imposing single vortex. The corresponding phase distribution of the CPVBs is shown
in Figs. 5(c1)–5(c3).

Finally, to understand vortices deeply, in this paper, we demonstrate the properties
of the CPVBs by altering the position of vortex. Figure 6 depicts the intensity profile of
the CPVBs with different φk at different propagation distances. Compared to Fig. 5(a1),
the structure of the initial plane is symmetrical but not concentric rings. CPVBs will
abruptly focus and rotate at a certain angle (about 90 degrees) where the transmission
distance arrives at the focus position as shown in Fig. 6(a3). The evolution of the CPVBs

Fig. 6. The shape and intensity distribution of the CPVBs at different propagation distances: (a1)–(a3)
φk = π/2. (b1)–(b3) φk = π/3. Other parameters: m = 1, n = 1, v = 5, and k = 0.5.
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by choosing different vortex positions (φk = π/3) is shown in Fig. 6(b). The intensity
distribution of the CPVBs shifts and repeats the previous rotation during propagation.

4. Conclusion

In summary, we have explored the evolution of the CPBs by adding different launch
angles analytically and numerically. The focal length of the CPBs is proportional to
the launch angle and the value of IMAX is inversely proportional to the launch angle.
Meanwhile, adjusting the magnitude of topological charges as well as the position of
vortex can alter the peak intensity contrast and focal pattern. The intensity distribution
of the CPVBs shows that the central energy of the beam is zero and has a dark hollow
shape. Furthermore, we also discussed the propagation of the CPVBs under the action
of double opposite optical vortices. By considering the vortex and initial launch angles
one can change focal pattern, focal length and peak intensity contrast, which is a mo-
mentous work in the optic media. We believe the circular Pearcey vortex beams under
different angles can extend research on abruptly autofocusing beams.
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